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He who seeks most,
for a higher position is
doubtless the least able
to fill it. Qualify and
God will have the pos
ition ready. If we want
the middle of the road
we should go faster
than anyone else.

Jf
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Inter-Crab Debate

A very interesting debate between
the Mnankas and Soangetahas was
held in Shreiner Auditorium on Monday evening, December 3rd. The question was, "Resolved' that the state of
Indiana should adopt an unemployment insurance measure similar in
principle to the Huber bill." The affirmative was upheld by Wilma Jennings and Lucy Larrison, representing the Mnankas, while the negative
was defended by Frances Rowland and
Catherine Briggs, representing the
Soangetahas.
After each side had presented its
part of the argument in a splendid
manner, the decision of the judges
was made in favor of the negative.
However, it was a strong debate and
each participant merited praise for
the way in which she presented her
side of the question.
Much enthusiasm was manifested
throughout the evening by members
of both clubs, and each was prepared
with songs, yells, etc., for their respective clubs, and "pep" was not
lacking in any sense.
Again, we are impressed with the
fact that the debating clubs of Taylor University ,r. , very
set.
7"
Bulgin Party YlSltS
Taylor University

The patrons and friends of Taylor
University were very glad, indeed,
to have with them on Wednesday, November 24th, Dr. Bulgin's evangelistic
party from Marion. Members of the
party present were Dr. E. J. Bulgin,
evangelist; Mr. Albert Carter, soloist;
Mr. A. Roper, pianist; Mr. E. Howard Cadle, of Indianapolis, personal
worker; Rev. Booth, of Marion, and
Br Smith, of Marion.
A piano solo, "The Saviour Like a
Shepherd Leads Us," was presented
by Mr. Roper and Mr. Carter sang
"When They Ring Those Golden Bells
for You and Me."
A very interesting and instructive
sermon on "Power" was delivered by
Dr. Bulgin, in which he tried to impress upon the minds of the students
tile necessity of becoming filled with
the Holy Spirit before undertaking
the work of the Master. In part Dr.

Bulgin's sermon was as follows:
"I come to you young men and wornen with a message on my heart, and
that message is "The Power." The
In looking for
power jn your life.
power be sure that you get the real
power an(j dynamic force that will
mab;e you fit for two worlds.
"Moses says that Jehovah created
tjle heavens and the earth. It is your
business and mine to introduce the
world to the One Mighty Power that
There is
made heaven and earth.
somewhere a power that is keeping
lMllgS straight and if you are a suecess in jjfe you will have to get in
toUch with that power that never
fails.
«In my twenty-nine and one-half
come in
years 0f ministry, I have
touch with more people who have gotthe second
ten mjxec] because of
blessing than all other doctrines,
Tliere are a large percent of those
who believe in it who get side-tracked,
You can't have too much religion but
wben you get on a side-track in rejjgion there is where you are going to
blimp into a bank somewhere. If you
get a fa]se notion of the Power you
a gucce3g

"Men's views 1 of
theology may
j,
c ange^
wben you do get out into
cbanaine world where men nut dif"S'!! Wort,
inspired facts will ever remain,
Facts do not change, and boys and
girls it is a fact that today in this
wicked

w°r]d

there is

a

not divide his personality. You either
get all or none of Him. He is in the
world today. He is right in this wicked, old sinful world, and He is here
for two purposes. First, to comfort
the saint, and second, to convict the
sinner. He comes to. convict of the
sin of not believing on the only begotten Son of God—the sin of unbelief. The sin of not being a Christian or the sin of unbelief is a bigger
sin than stealing a horse. Why is uubelief a bigger sin than stealing a
horse? Because God can not forgive
a man who refuses to be forgiven,
The damming sin is the sin of rejecting the remedy that God has for
forgiving all your sins.
"The Holy Spirit is for every believer. Why? Because it is the Power that that believer is to use in his
life as the tool with which to work
for God.
"The Holy Spirit comes into the
world for the business of convincing
you that Jesus came into the world
for the purpose of paying that debt,
God, the Holy Ghost, is the God now
operating and calling people to God.
"The Holy Ghost fits and fills for
service. 'Ye shall receive Power after
tbat the Holy Ghost is come upon you.'
comes to fit you and fill you foi
service after you have become a child
M C.od. I, yon ,re not Soing to serve
then do not pray for power that you
(Continued on page 9.)

power sep- Dr. and Mrs. Paul

arate and distinct from the regenerate
P°wer of the Lord Almighty and
there is a second and distinct work
that God will do in your life and
mine bY the power of the Holy Ghost
in cleansing the vessels of your life
and mineThere is a Power in the
world today unseen but felt.
"I want to lay down some abstract
principles. First, the Holy Ghost is
God. He is not a piece of God. He
is not a part of God. The Holy Spirit
is God Himself. The difficulty with
some people is in thinking that the
Holy Ghost is an influence. The Holy
Ghost is not an influence. He is God
aEd He is a Person. There is no such
thing as dividing personality.
"Second, the Holy Spirit is a person,
not an influence. You can not divide
personality. That is a great mistake
that people make. They think that
you get the Holy Spirit in pieces. If
the Holy Spirit is a person you can

Entertain Students
t^^
A
•
And t TiendS Again
We, who have been in Taylor University since Dr. John Paul became
president, have learned that it is his
custom to bring pleasant surprises
to the students and friends of the
school quite often. Another was added to the list on Saturday afternoon,
November 24th, when Dr. and Mrs.
Paul opened their home from two
until nine o'clock and extended a
cordial invitation to the students and
friends to visit them. The invitation
was acce"ted by many and the hours
which they spent there will be among
the most prominent in the memory of
happy occasions at Taylor University,
Games and refreshments were en
joyed by all. A surprise awaited the
guests in each room in the form of
a refreshment.
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Former Taylor Student Receives
Prominent Position
Miss Amy Spalding, A. B., Class of
1916 has been chosen by the National
Woman's Christian Temperance Un
ion to fill the position of American
Executive Secretary for the National
Chinese W. C. T. U. with headquar
ters at Shanghai and will sail from
San Francisco January 101th.
Miss Spalding was born in South
Dakota but when quite young went
with her parents to North Dakota
where she attended grade and high
school. She was converted in 1910 and
soon had a call to definite Christian
work. She joined the W, C. T. U.
when a girl in high school. She en
tered Taylor University- in January,
1912 and became a Student Volunteer,
a member of the Philalelthean and
Soangetaha societies. After her grad
uation she taught in God's Bible
School at Cincinnati, Ohio for two
and a half years and took Post Grad
uate work at the University of Cin
cinnati. In 1920 the trustees of the
Indiana Woman's Christian Temper
ance Union wanted to place a pre
pared young woman in the field to
awaken interest among the Christian
people of the state in the many for
eigners who had come to make their
homes in Indiana. Miss Spalding was
chosen to go to Columbia University,
New York, to attend the summer
course offered in Social Science, Ra
cial Background and Methods of
Teaching English and do her practic
al work at the National "W. C. T. U.

A Christmas Cantata
The Upland high school will pre
sent a cantata at the M. E. church,
Dec. 20, Thursday night, entitled
"The Wondrous Light," by the Chorus
class of Upland high school. Also a
tableau of the "Birth of Christ," and
a pantomime of "Holy Night," to be
given under the direction of
Miss
Daugherty, who11 is the musical in
structor of the school.
Mrs. Lola Ayres, Mr. and Mrs. Hollen Brown motored to Marion re
cently to call on Mrs. McDonough,
who is ill.

Neighbor House" in Lower East Side.
So satisfactory was her work here
that when she had completed the
course, the National
Organization
employed her as a Field Secretary
and for three and a half years she
has served in that capacity, under
the Nationol Director of Americaniza
tion- She has visited every state in the
middle west and west, spoken in pul-

MISS AMY SPALDING, 4. B.
pits, before Commercial, Rotary and
many other clubs of men, before every
possible religious, literary and civic
group of women and has brought her
message to the pleasure and profit of

her audience in every case. She has
conducted surveys in many of the
cities containing large segregated
groups of forein born, taken American
women into foreign homes to teach
them the approach to these women
and as proven her efficiency and Di
vine call to the work. She has juSt re
turned from a years trip through the
west for a short visit with her par
ents before sailing for China.
There has been a wonderful awaken
ing among the young people of China,
five thousand of whom from the Univ
ersities and Colleges have pledged
their lives to the bringing of Prohibi
tion to that country. The Chinese W.
C. T. U., under the leadership of Dr.
Mary Stone has asked for a consecra
ted, qualified young woman to help
them for two years in their work, ser
ving as American Executive Secre
tary.
There was no young women in the
organization better qualified for the
position than Miss Spalding, so she
was chosen to render America's bit in
this great work in the "Old Empire".
It is not only a, compliment to Miss
Spalding but to Taylor University,
that from among the many schools
represented in White Ribbon mem
bership a Taylor graduate should be
chosen for this important task, and is
another indication that the founda
tions of the W. C. T. U., and Taylor
are identical, the blessed Christ and
the entire Book.

people in these so called heathen lands
gave approximately $3,000,000 them
selves
for Christian work. Fine, isn't
The Sunday School is preparing an
old fashioned Christmas Program to it?
be given on Sunday evening, Dec. 23.
The public recital for the fall term's
Revival Services are scheduled to
of work in the School of Music of Tay
begin in our Church on Watch Night,
lor University will be held in Shrei >
Dec. 31. The Rev. A. L. Whitcomb,
er auditorium on Friday evening, D-D. D. will be the evangelist. Let us
cember the 14th, at 8 o'clock. There
begin to plan now to give God and
will be piano numbers by Misses
men our best during the first three
Coghlan, Bonner, Oliver, Spalding,
weeks of the new year.
and Willison.
Voice numbers by
The Methodist Episcopal Church Misses Kebayashi, Ruth and Mr.
spent approximately $4,800,000 in the Douglas; a violin solo by Mr. Wright,
Mission Fields of the world last year. and a violin quartet. The public is
During the same period the Christian cordially invited to attend.
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
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Eulogfonian-Eurekan
Inter-Club Debate

ian Debating club has held the cham- Chester; all other authorities as well
pionship banner for several years, it as good usage, says it was his "forvvas gladly handed over to their wor- ed" with o short,
Most grown people are "a-dults",
thy opponents for the next twelve
short "u", accent on second syllable;
The first week of December was one weeks,
p. H. P. a few think tthemselvjes "add-ults"
in which some notable and weighty
—
with the big noise on "add'.
questions were settled at Taylor. One
of these great and vital present day
We take "rec-re-a-tion" short "e"
issues was discussed by representa
in first syllable, accent on "a", long
tives from each of the two men's de
After the basketball game between in the third, not "re-cre-a-tion" with
bating clubs in a public gathering on
the first and second year Chemistry "e" long, although re-creaticn is the
the evening of December 4th. To ,
„
.
obiect.
,
classes on the evening of December uuJecuthose who were not present it would
.
. ,,
. .. ,
"Genuine"
does not rhyme with
1
2nd, all of the chemically inclined
be we.l to say that you missed a very . . .
,, , , ,, , ,
.
"wine."
students were called to the laboratory
interesting program for the debate
to perform a very interesting ".expertTread lightly on the "pass" in the
which held the attention of the audi ment." This "experiment," if written Lord's prayer; stress "tres", and you
ence from beginning to end, was oreup in the prescribed technical form, will no longer trespass upon Webster,
ceded and followed by vocal and in
would be:
And when it comes to grammar:
strumental music.
Object—To determine the mass of Do not try to make "shall' 'and "will"
The question for debate was, "Re carbohydrates possible to be de- interchangeable at your own convensolved, that the Ku Klux Klan is an VOured by twenty-five students in one ience. After the young lady has apasset as an organization to this coun evening.
peared upon the platform and has
try."
The
affirmative
speakers,
Apparatus and Supplies—One large made her bow.^it is evident that it is
Messrs. Melvin Reed and Alva Beers,
basket full of apples, one box of pop her determination to read at once and
held their ground nobly and had their
corn balls and an infinite amount of therefore she does not announce her
arguments well in hand. They devel
intention to do so at some future
candy.
oped their argument by the following
Method—First of all, the guests time. She says, "I will read for you"
points:
and does not say, "I shall read for
were required to participate in liveiv
First—The K. K. K. stands for ex
you" and leave us wondering when.
games and stunts until everything
alted ideals spiritually, patriotically,
hindering good results was done away
fraternally.
with. Then apples, popcorn balls and
Second—The participation of the K. candy were passed around the circle
K. K. in the present day problems is of experimenters until the portions
On Thanksgiving evening the girls
beneficial toward the Catholic prob remaining after the last two circuits
of the Speicher Dormitory gathered at
lem, toward the negro problem, toward were identical
the Sunshine Dormitory and enjoyed
the Jewish problem, toward the for
ReSUUSr^.^en basketbal1 tra,in; the evening there.
The girls enjoyed
eign element problem, in elimination
ing, some startling news revealed popping corn, making candy and play
of corruption and crime.
while playing "truth," a new knowl- ing games. They were entertained for
?heT ne!atiVe,d!!Ja.terS:MeSSrS' H!r"
of magic writing, a good time and a time by the mathematical wizards,
bert Lyons and Ralph Henning, who a vote of thanks to "Prof." Draper.
Carl Hightower and Lloyd Olson.
represented the Eureka Debating club,
These gentlemen were in the other
labored equally as hard as their op
side of the house but hearing the
ponents. Undoubtedly, having a large
laughter of the girls they couldn't re
percent of the public sentiment of our
sist the temptation of joining in the
school back of them it appeared
fun. They needed only a slight hint
somewhat easier for the gentlemen to
from the hostess, Miss Briggs, before
put across their proposition which was
they were in the midst of a group of
summed up in the following points:
First—The K K K is nn American
Four authorities say "fee'tish", twelve girls. Can you imagine it?
irst The K. K. K. is un-American three g]Ve a choice, with long "e" Each guest made himself at home
because it contradicts the principles favored mostly, instead of short "e". and enjoyed the fun It is hoDed that
act fnrtll
nlir constitution;
nnnotilntinn . 1+
nnnlrn
v,
.
J .V 1 U1G tUn. It IS llOped tilUt
set
forth in
in our
it seeks
If you are "COn-ver-sant" with authmore such gatherings may be
to establish an empier within a nat'on, ority you will not accent the second many
nossihle rinrinir tv,i0
its business methods are un-American, syllable. In land, hand, band, sand
Second—The K. K. K. is un-Chris- and glad the "a" is short as in at:
tian because it takes un-Christian at- these words do not rhyme with "bond".
Who or what can satisfy the soul
titude toward negroes, Jews, CathoRarely "program " get "grum" that denies that the Infinite is suflilics; un-Christian because of its im- though the dictionary recognizes the cient for it?
piety; un-Christian because it re- possibility of it. Let the word rhyme
verses the trend of our civilization, with "ham" and you will be perfectly
The ten commandments don't need
The decisive moment came when the safe.
decision of the judges was announced
He did not wipe great drops of t° be rewritten half as much as they
to be in favor of the negative. Thus, sweat from his "fore-head" except by need to reread.—New York Ameriin view of the fact that the Eulogon- second choice of Century and Wor- can.

Lot Party

On Thanksgiving- Day

That We May Keep
On Good Terms With
The Dictionary
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Huff Makes Appeal
For A Continent
(Wm. H. Huff)
It will soon be two years since I
made my first trip to South America.
The time has glided by so swiftly that
it seems but yesterday when I turned
my face toward the .equator. Yet two
years have gone into history. It is
true that time and tide wait for no
body. My work in that southern con
tinent was evangelistic, my time was
limited, my task was strenuous, and
my opportunity for observing the life
of the people was not the best. How
ever, I did go with both eyes open,
and with a sincere desire to come in
to some sympathetic understanding of
our southern neighbors. I do not
pose as an oracle on South America,
but I do report as I saw.
The sweep of that continent is so
vast, the cities are so great and the
needs are so appalling, that its evan
gelization is a challenging task.
Evangelistic work must necessarily be
done in the cities, the rural sections
are so sparsely settled as to make any
ministry to them impractical if not
impossible. It would be better If more
of their people lived in the countrv
and not so many huddled in the cities.
But now the tides of immigration have
set in, the people are coming from ev
ery country in Europe, and within
the next twenty-five or thirty years,
South America will be a melting pot
indeed.
Economic conditions are tragic.
The great millions of ignorant, pov
erty stricken people toil on without
hope and with little remuneration.
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The wealth is in the hands of the few . contentment.
Europe had Its intellectual renaisThere is no middle class. Between
the rich and the poor there is a great ance; Germany had its Lutheran
gulf fixed. To span this gulf, to reach reformation; England had its Westhese submerged millions and to bring leyan revival; so Latin America must
them a gospel that will change their have a great mental, moral and re
lives and conditions is still an unper ligious awakening. There is no use
to go down there with swords to fight
formed task.
The whole social fabric reeks, and Catholicism, there is no use to go
the home surroundings of the poor are there with mere counsels of perfec
such that it makes common decency tion, there is no use to go there with
almost impossible. With the prev shallow Utopian ideas, and seek to
alence of drunkenness and immorality, apply them like putting bills on a
one need not be surprised at the un bill-board or Japalac on cheap fur
believable number of unmarried moth niture. The entire life of the people
must be touched and changed. Child
ers.
The percent of illiteracy is high. hood, youth, manhood, womanhood,
There is a sliding scale of from forty home, social, economic, moral and re
to eighty percent, who can neither ligious must all be shot through with
read nor write. Uruguay, the ' best gospel truth, regenerated, reconstruct
educated republic, is forty percent, ed, readjusted and started from a
while some of the other republics run Christian basis. It must be an ap
as high as eighty percent. We may plied Christianity. This cannot be
be well assured that this gross and done in an hour, it cannot be done at
widespread ignorance is not the moth a distance and some might doubt that
it can be done at all, but with God
er of devotion.
The religious sky of South America all things are possible. There must
has few rainbows, and even the sun be a thorough-going evangelization,
is a bit hazy. On the east coast thev Christianization, education and ap
have mainly broken with the Catholic plication of the gospel of the great
religion and every other kind. Among God and the grace of a full salva
the upper classes there is a great tion.
The whole continent must have a
deal of the most crass, materialistic
atheism of the French type, while the divine invasion that will give a new
poor ignorant millions are fainting passion to our preachers, a new vis
and scattered as sheep having no ion to our missionaries, a new en
shepherd. On the west coast Catholic thusiasm to our schools, and a new
churches are more prevalent, but thrill to that whole Southern world.
most of these great cathedrals have Nothing short of this will suffice in
little moral or spiritual meaning to that Lat:n land.
The needs of South America will
the life of the people. Of course our
missionaries, churches and schools not let me sleep. I can get no rest
are doing their best, but what they are or comfort till I have done everything
doing over against what needs to be in my power to help those p.eonle who
Continued on page 12)
done makes impossible any smug
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There is always a religious life in
the community far larger than that
of the church.
Something must
periodically come that will lift the
whole of the community out of its
moral deadness and quicken it into
spiritual activity, making religion a
matter of common conversation and
faith in God easy of personal accepta
tion.
What happens when God sends a
revival? The gleaner and the handpicker and the individual worker may
have been at work for months. In
deed, they may not have slacked on
their task in the least, but God wants
a spreading, and extending, and in
roof of his mouth because it has
tensifying of the religious life of the
spoken evil against the Spirit's work.
community. How can he produce
There is no substitute for the col
By Dr. E. C. Wareing
such results? He must, as we under
lective revival. There are forms of
There are those who think the old- evangelistic activity which should be stand it, .send his revival by reviving
time collective revival has had its considered as supplementary and co the heart of some one man who, find
day. They ar.e of this opinion be ordinate, but they can never dis ing his lamp burning with renewed
cause they see in many instances it place in the plan of God the public brightness, brings it in contact with
is a failure. They do not stop to think appeal made by the preaching of others. He passes his fire round and
that a revival cannot be forced upon God's Word by a soul commissioned to touches the tinder of other hearts
a community; that it cannot be work be an evangelist, or the heart set until the kingdom of light is all light
ed up; that it cannot be had for the aflame by a new baptism of the Holy ed up; until it appears as though the
sun of righteousness had arisen in
asking; that it is frequently called Spirit.
all his glory instead of the shining cf
because it is the time of the year
There is educational evangelism
one star here and there to brighten
and that the pastor and his people
which is now being urged upon the
the heavens and to bring in the day
have no special faith for it.
church as the means of solving the
of spiritual splendor. Stars do not
A church cannot have a revival just nrnhlpm nf hrin PH'TIP- mpn tr»
because it is time to hold one. The 1
"
" make the day. They are providential
,
. . ,.
,,
..
But if it is taken alone the church
. .
„
,
observer not taking these considersprovisions for the night. The Gou,. . .
would die of ritualism, and evangel,
. .
„ ,,
tions into account forms his judgment.
,,
,
sent revival is like the rising of the
,, ^
..'
,
.
,
ical Christianity would settle into the _
.,, ..
But sometimes he is one who does ,, „
„
morning sun. All the people come
.
.. , .
..
^
old forms out of which it came with
_ ,
. ,
,
, ,
not like it himself. He is not an
to feel and to acknowledge its ar...
, .
.
,.
songs on its lips and a wonderful . . T. . . _ ,
_
evangelist and is unwilling to pay the ,
„
rival. It is felt by everyond. Some
. . .
,
. . t e s t i m o n y i n i t s h e a r t . B u t n o o n e
.
.
. ..
T T
price to become one. He turns against ....
may close their eyes to it and walk
.,
,
. . .
... ,
should depreciate educational evan, ,
the proposal and declares it should
.
away into darkened rooms where they
.
.
gelism. It is fundamental, but not
„
,, .
be cast out as undesirable in this en- ,
hold their sins before their eyes, rs....
. ,
. ,,
a l l c o m p1 r e h e n s i v e . I t I s o n l y a t e a m - „ .
.
,
, ,
„
,. ,.
„
TT
lightened day. He asserts there are
'
'
fusing to acknowledge the light of
,,
.
, .
, , ,
mate of that larger means of bringing
....
.
T
other means now developing to take
the truth as it is in Jesus Christ.
. . .
„
,
,
m e n t o C h r i s t o p e r a t i n &g i n t h e c o l - „ ,
,
, , .
the place of the revival and urges
. ,
Those who will/may respond to it and
[•©ctiv© revival
them upon the church. The old emo_
'
rejoice in the light of another day
tionalism, as he calls it, receives his
There is pastoral evangelism whico anc[ deliverance from the darkness of
condemnation. He does not realize is working its way out in many difnigfjt 0j gjn
that it might be the work of the Holy J-*®* forms- It may be called inThere arg alwayg men in a cow.
Spirit and that he is discrediting it. dividual evangelism. The iruit is
i.
...
*
He does not realize that repentance hand-picked. It is regarded, "as man- mumty who Wl11 not respond to a
and a godly sorrow for sin which to-man evangelism." It can be worked mass revival, just as there are men
drives a man to desperation is brought bV the laymen and the pastor. It does who cannot be brought to Jesus,
about by the operation of the Holy not call upon the whole life of the Christ by personal approach. Hence,
Spirit in the heart and that this fre- church. It gathers the windfalls and the necessity of using both methods,
quently breaks a man up until he * gleans and picks, but it is not However, the individual method should
cries out "Men and brethren, what forceful enough and extensive enough supplement the larger one. The
shall I do to be saved'" A man to make the world feel the iniquity oi r2ason that the revival method ba,s
should be very careful when he con- sin.
come into such disrepute in some
demns any work of grace which bring3
The task of bringing the world to communities is that it has been
a man to accept Jesus Christ, for he Jesus Christ is too great to depend a''u'c<**
may be raising his tongue against upon hand-picked fruit and one-hy-one
Ho minister should drive himseit
Christ himself. Should this be true, returns. This, however, is- the least mto a revival service. It should not
he will -some day call upon God to argument and shoots far below the t>e thought of as the nightmare of the
make that very organ cleave to the primary value of the mass revival, year. He should not dread it, shy-

A God-Sent Revival
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ing from it, and wish to high heaven
that he could dodge it. To many min
isters this is the case. They have no
heart for it, and yet they must hold a
revival, whether or no. They go into
it and fail. They blame the method
rather than themselves. Every re
vival begins in the pastor's heart.
The fire should begin to burn in his
own soul before he can successfully
pass it on to others. But how can
this be done? He cannot work up a
revival in his own heart because it is
the time of the year when he should
call for a protracted meeting. He
cannot force himself. He cannot in
duce a revival on artificial grounds.
What, then, is he to do? Believe and
watch and pray. The providential
leading will come and he will not have
to wait long. The Holy Spirit can
reveal the will of God to any minister
who believes and trusts in Him. But
lie must believe and implicitly trust in
the Holy Spirit. In this he must be
insistent, for it is fundamental. He
will not be left in darkness as to what
the will of God is for any length of
time. If he is right himself; if his
heart is warm; if his intention is
free; if his spirit is willing and wait
ing he will be led into a plain path
where he can follow the lead of the
Spirit not to defeat, but to victory.
No, no, the revival method has not
passed as a means of bringing people
to Jesus Christ. It has been abused.
It has been commercialized. It has
been perverted. It has been forced
and disgraced by men unworthy to
preach the gospel of Christ. It has
been made the instrument of selfish
ness and even the means of the devil
to turn the consciences of sinful men.
God's revival never fails. The one he
sends always succeeds. But woe to the
man who undertakes such a task as
a hireling, or as a professional oc
cupation, or as a part of the day's
work of the pastoral program! The
evangelism of the church Is the work
of the whole body of believers and
should not be entrusted to a few. The
organism of the church in a commun
ity should be made to function to this
end. There are certain results that
come to faith that should be partici
pated in by all units of the body of
Jesus Christ. They work for the
growth of faith and produce a degree
of personal loyalty and guarantee the
survival and the continuity of the

Christian faith as well as the spir
ituality of the Christian life. There
fore, he who would deny the func
tioning of the revival in the church
does violence to'the body of believers
in Christ that may work even the loss
of faith and the darkening of the path
way of the soul.
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should take time to breathe freely.
There is no profit in gasping out our
words to God, and it is not usually
necessary.
A little reflection will show the
reasonableness of these suggestions.
And, with the hope that they may
prove helpful to some, they are writ
ten.—J. H .T., The Papyrus.

PKATEB.
Prayer is communion with God. Its
prime prerequisite is sincerity. Care
ful thought is essential to true pray
er. A quiet, thoughtful voicing of
one's heart desire to God by no
means implies formality. However,
by a little attention we should proba
bly avoid much that is stereotyped in
prayer, both in the words we so fre
quently use, and in our manner of
praying.
The abstract and thoughtless repe
tition of words, of which much pray
er today is constituted, was reproved
by Christ in His sermon on the
mount. There are some earnest peo
ple who fall into a habit of carelessly
repeating God's name in corporate
prayer with frequent reiterations, in
a way which neither makes their pe
tition more effective, nor adds to the
freedom with which others can join
them. It rather detracts from this
freedom.
Thoughtful prayer is sometimes
forced as it were from our lips with
a vehemence that may not be re
strained. There is, however, a coun
terfeit of this, which while it con
veys the idea of intense fervor, lacks
the genuine ring. A true spirit of
prayer can hardly be imitated. It is
born of a close and humble walk with
God, and of protracted seasons in
secret prayer. Thus, when one who
is careless in his daily life, and rare
ly if ever spends more than a few
minutes in secret devotion, attempts
to work up a great fervor in public
prayer, something is felt to be wrong.
The quiet, well-phrased and thought
ful prayer may also, and sad to say
it often does, carry a hollow ring.
Oh, for sincerity! Insincere prayer is,
like the Pharisee's, made to draw at
tention to one's self, to one's piety,
or earnestness, or beautiful phrase
ology. But in order to have sincer
ity in prayer the whole life must
support both the letter and the spirit
of the petition as it ascends to God.
Ordinarily, when praying aloud, one

THE .STUDENT'S MOAN.
Drowsy and sleepy and hanging my
head,
And wishing that I might be back in
my bed,
The bed with soft mattress and
snowy white sheets,
Wishing to sleep as time past me
fleets.
"Psycho," debate and the rest of them
call;
They've called me before and they
still hold me thrawl.
"I'm coming," I answer, through thick
ness of head,
Wishing that I might sneek off to bed.
"Night is for sleep," the philosopher
said,
Then daytime's for study and cram
ming your head.
Then work, though the Sandman his
wares on me heap,
Oh, how I long for one hour of sleep!
—Wm. Shakes Beer.
THE ATHLETE'S SOB.
As I crawl, as I crawl,
While my bum foot holds me thrawl
I believe that I could squall,
As I crawl, as I crawl.
As I crawl, as I crawl,
I could curse the basketball,
For it is to blame for all,
As I crawl, as I crawl.
As I crawl, as I crawl,
Knowing that I'm like to fall,
If I can't reach yonder wall,
As I crawl, as I crawl.
As I crawl, as I crawl,
I emit one long, lone call,
"I can ne'er play basketball!"
As I crawl, as I crawl.
—Wm. Shakes Bee".
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praying to our God for rain. After
they had prayed for some time, Mr.
Osborne dismissed the service, saying
that he knew God would answer. Be
fore noon that day the streets were
running full of water and many
Chinese believed on God as a result.
There is wondrous, glorious power
in prayer.
—Edith G. Collins.

Prayer Band
The Prayer Band met Tuesday eve
ning, November 27th, in Society Hall
There were only a few present as a
large number of the students went to
Marion that evening to the tabernacle
meetings, but the Lord was there in
a wonderful way. We are glad tor
the special manifestations of Jesus
to us from time to time.
The first chapter of First Peter was
read as a scripture lesson, with spe
cial emphasis upon the seventh verse,
"That the trial of your faith, being
much more precious than of gold
that perisheth, though it be tried with
Are, might be found unto praise and
honor and glory at the appearing of
Jesus Christ." We sometimes think it
is hard to stand true when our faith
is being tried, but when w.e realize
that this is God's way of preparing
us for his praise and glory, we should
say "yes" to even this part of His will.
As it is nearing the vacation recess
when many of the students will he
out in places less spiritual than here,
we feel the need of a new baptism of
the Holy Ghost in order that God's
love may shine out through us to the
needy world.
Will you Join with us in praying that
the students who go out from Taylor
will not lose the vision of the cross,
but will continue to preach the full
gospel which will bring lost souls to
Jesus.
—Xla Scovill.

Holiness League
"Sanctify yourselves therefore, and
he ye holy, for I am the Lord your
God." Lev. 20:7.
What shall we do with the above
command of God? Have you obeyed?
Can we obey some of God's commands
and ignore others, and still please
Him? No indeed. Therefore, we shall
have to answer for the way we obey
or disobey the above command.
The Holiness League of Taylor Uni

versity is organised' to encourage and
inspire all those who have obeyed and
entered into the experience of holi
ness; and also to teach those who
have not and to lead them into the
experience.
The meetings which have been held
since the last report were of great
blessing to all. The prayers and tes
timonies gave evidence of the pres
ence of the Holy Spirit. On the even'ng of November 23, Miss Ruth Lortz
gave the story of her Christian ex
perience. It was an inspiration to
hear how definitely and surely God
answers the prayers of his children.
On the next Friday evening, Miss Ivel
Guiler and Mr. Eugene Pilgrim told
of their experiences. These testi
monies were indeed helpful, and
caused all who listened to desire a
closer walk with God
—Reporter.

Volunteer Band
The meeting on the evening of No
vember 26 was in charge of those
who are expecting to go to Arabia as
missionaries. We thank God for the
call which he has given us and our
prayer is that we may glorify Him
and that we may hear His voice when
He speaks to us.
"Hark I hear the Master say,
Up ye reapers, why so slow,
To the vineyard far away
Earthly kindred let me go." ,
When the volunteers next met, Mrs.
Jones, one of our faculty members,
was with us to bring the message.
Prayer was the introduction, the
theme and the conclusion of her mes
sage, and as we listened to the word
of God, concerning prayer, our hearts
said a glad "Amen." We beard about
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne, missionaries
in China, who were in the midst of
the farming district in that country.
The natives had been crying to their
gods for rain and these soldiers of
the Cross, after earnest prayer, called
a public meeting for the purpose of

Philalethean Literary
Society
Although quite a number of the stu
dents spent Thanksgiving vacation at
their various homes, the Philos he'd
their regular program Friday night,
November 30. The following numbers
were presented:
Devotions—Chaplain.
Vocal solo—Ada Rupp.
Selection—Male quartette.
Piano solo—Florence Wil'.lson.
Reading—Harold Beane.
Selection'—Male quartette.
Stan dard—E ditor.
Each number was highly appreciat
ed, especially the quartette numbers,
since this was the first appearance of
the Philo male quartette, which was
organized last year. The appearance
of the quartette was made possible by
the fact that Martin Thompson, tenor,
was visiting here at the time and was
able to take his former place. Mr.
Wideman substituted for Mr. Fisher
who sang the "basso profundo" part
last year.
Mr. Thompson also delighted the
audience with his own individual man
ner of rendering "I Love Me."
—Reporter.

Soangetaha Debating
Club
At the invitation of the Soangetaha
Debating club, the Mnanka, Eureka and
Eulogonian Debating clubs met with
the Soangetahas on Saturday evening,
November 25. The session was held
in Society Hall with Miss Beale as
chairman. The order of the day was
a debate by representatives of the fou'
clubs. The question was "Resolved,
that women are more extravagant
than men." The affirmative was up
held bv Miss Mildred Kettyle, Mnanka,
rnd Miss Edith Collins, Soangethaha.
The negative was defended by Mr.
Bruce Lawrason, Eulogian, and Mr-
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Harold. Beane, Eureka. The debate
was very interesting and exceedingly
humorous. Some of the debaters
proved their points by being extrava
gant with their time. The audience
acted as judge and when the votes
were counted it was found that the
decision was in favor of the affirma
tive. Thus it is proven, once and for
all, that women are more extravagant
than men.
The Soangetahas wish to take this
opportunity of expressing their ap
preciation cf the presence of, their
fellow clubs with them on that eve
ning and they hope the clubs will all
come again.
On December 1, the club met in reg
ular session in room 3. The program
of the evening was an .extemporaneous
debate. The question was "Resolved,
that a wife contributes more to so
ciety than does a husband." The af
firmative was upheld by the Misses
Ila Scovill and Lois Cushman; the
negative was supported by the Misses
Avis Lindell and Dorothy Churchill.
The decision of the judges was in
favor of the affirmative.
After the debate, and necessary bus
iness had been transacted, Miss Edith
Klossner, the cheer leader, led in a
few rousing yells for the club and the
inter-club debaters.
Here's to the Soangetahas! Thev
still hold the championship banner.
Catherine Briggs, '26.

Eureka Debating- Club
On the evening of November 24th,
the Eureka Debating clnb met in Soe'ety Hall where it was entertained
by a debate given by the four debat
ing clubs, one member from each
club having been chosen to represent
his club. Thanks are due to the
Soangetahas for this enjoyable eve
ning.
On December 1st the question, Re
solved that Taylor University should
have three men's debating clubs, was
debated extempore. Mr. Beane and
Mr. Tarbell debated on the affirmative;
Mr. Ketcham and Mr. Squire on the
negative. The judges decided in favor
of the affirmative. Although the de
bate was interesting and beneficial, it
was not the only event of the evening.
Short talks were in order and many
members of the club expressed the'r
opinion on points of interest to ali.
Truly it was an hour of recreation

enjoyed by all.
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—Reporter.
(Continued from page 2)

Mnanka Debating Club
On Saturday evening, November 24,
the Mnankas, along with the Eulogians and Eurekas were the guests
of the Soangetahas. The entire eve
ning was greatly enjoyed by all. Wo
greatly appreciate this opportunity
and privilege of meeting with our
"sisters" and "brothers." .
Because so many of our members
were away over the Thanksgiving va
cation, there was no regular meeting
held on December 1. However, a
"pep" session was held in which the
girls showed much enthusiasm for
the on-coming inter-club debate.
COSMOPOLITAN CLUB.

The Cosmopolitan club met in a
called meeting on November 26, for
the purpose of electing officers for
this term as none of the officers who
had been elected last spring returned
to school this year. The following
were elected:
President—David Clench.
Vice president—Albert Eicher.
Secretary-treasurer—Miss Nichol.
Chaplain—Hernando Diaz.
Reporter—Elmore Eicher.
Our organization is a young one, but
none the less a lively one.
For the enlightenment of such as
were not here last year, when we or
ganized, it might be of interest to
know who we are.
We, th.q Cosmopolitan club of Tay
lor University, are made up of stu
dents whp Are mot citizens of the
United States. Our aim in establish
ing this club' was to promote a kin
dred feeling among such as are awav
from their home lands.
All foreign students are welcome to
join us and all that is necessary to do
so, is that you attend our meetings.
This is the first you have heard of
us this season, but we trust that you
shall often hear of us in the future.
—Club Reporter.
The Jehovah who was concerned
for the children of Nineneh is the Je
sus of today saying "Suffer the little
children from Africa, Asia, South
America, to come unto me''
"Man is seeking better methods;
God is seeking a better man."

are not going to use. God is the pow
er but you are the channel. The
reason God can not use some chan
nels is because they are choked up.
God can not run the divine electricity
through wires that are not clean. If
your lives are to he filled for service
the wires must he clean and clear and
the channels unchoked. The day has
come when God wants all the chan
nels unchoked and the wires free. God
will use you if you will let Him. The
Holy Spirit as the Power to fit you
for service should come at the time
of conversion. If He don't come then,
get Him now. Often what is called
the second blessing should come at the
first.
Immediately after you are
cleansed by the blood of Jesus you
should be empowered with the Powci
of the Holy Ghost.
"I want to mention six types of the
Spirit which we can best understand
First, wind; second, water; third, oil;
fourth, fire; fifth,
intoxication; sixth,
dove. Those six points apply to the
last point which we have been dis
cussing—the unseen power of your
life to make you powerful.
"The wind is a type of the Spirit
because it is invisible, penetratable,
and powerful. A number do not want
to believe because they can not see
it with their eye.
"The water is a tpye because it
cleanses and satisfies. The reason
some people are not filled is because
their lives are too filthy.
You will
never be satisfied in your spiritual
life until you are cleansed and made
pure.
"The oil is a type because it gives
light and soothes.
"The fire is a symbol in that when
we are Spirit filled w.e shine for Je
sus.
"Intoxication is a type because if
you get intoxicated with the Holy
Spirit you will not be afraid to get
up and speak for God in a meeting.
"The dove is also a form of the
Spirit because of the way in which He
comes.
"Don't pray for the gift of His
Spirit. God never gives you His
gifts. He gives you Himself and if
you have Him you have all His gifts.
"The biggest thing in all the world
is to live for Jesus."
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Enterted as second class matter, October 15, 1913, at the Upland postThe present state of success and
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period of progress can be attributed
to some extent to the firm
stand
Editorial Department.
Editor-in-Chief
Edwin A. Briggs which has been taken on all points
Associate Editor
Otto W. Michel of vital Interest to Christiantiy. Be
First Assistant Associate Editor
M. Louise Smith
Second Assistant Associate Editor
Basil Osborne cause we believe that hypocrisy is of
Report Editor
Mildred Whetse! fensive to God and disliked by man we
Literary Editor
Frances Rowland have chosen to stand for the whole
Local Editor
Eva Oliver bible, as a divine revelation and scrip
Chronicler and Humorous Editor
Mildred Ortlip
Alumni Editor
Dorothy Spaulding tural holiness as experimental Chrisf
Athletic Editor
J. T. Naden tianity. Compromising of right prinBusiness Department.
ciple always proves detrimental in
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Lewis Daughenbaugh the ultimate outcome of any enter
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prise. Compromise in the theological
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Weslev Draper world today may win a higher re
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single copies 10 cents.
those who are not zealous for the
truth.
The fact that many of these .encour
aging conditions exist is due to the
splendid leadership of our faithful
president, Dr. Paul, who by his in
tegrity and constant faith in God, is
now piloting Taylor University from
the dark situation described two years
ago into the present era of prosper
ity and progress. We are all giving
God
the glory and praising Him for
helpful to spiritual growth.
his wonderful works to the children
The outlook financially
has been
of men. Let us keep our faces turned
Two years ago an editorial appeared improving. Although the school is still
toward Zion and keep our hearts trust
in the Echo written on the above sub in need of material support, yet we
ing in Him who is mighty to deliver.
ject. It was a frank but nevertheless feel that God is. laying the need of
a true description of the critical the institution upon the hearts of his
ONE LITTLE HOUR.
stage through which the school was people and many encouraging gifts
passing. We are not reluctant to ad have been recently received. This
One little hour for watching with the
mit that Taylor University has had fact further proves that Taylor has a
Master,
periods of testing, that the enemy has divine mission and that she has been
Eternal years to walk with Him in
been conducting a lengthy siege and ordained of God to bless the world.
white;
has attempted to avert her purpose,
We believe that as an institution One little hour to bravely meet dis
quench the fire of her altars and cut we are rapidly climbing to full recog
aster,
off the means of sustenance. If today nition in the scholastic realm. Many
Eternal years to reign with Him in
we can say that we have passed from colleges cf high reputation now recog
light.
darkness to light then the victory nize Taylor graduates on a plane of
which God has given only appears the equality with their own students. The
One little hour to suffer scorn and
greater because of the fact that she standardizing agencies are admitting
losses,
has withstood those adversities.
that in many respects we are now
Eternal years beyond earth's cruel
At the present time the situation qualifying as a standard institution.
frowns;
looks br'ghter. We believe that when
One of the causes for the bright One litt'e hour to carry heavy crosses,
an institution does the kind of work situation now existing is the fact that
Eternal years to wear unfading
that Taylor has been doing it is quite there has been a volume of prayer
crowns.
certain of a future. From the stand backing up the school. Many have
—Triumphs of Faith.
point of product the world is recog made a distinctive contribution by
nising her efficiency. From the stand standing by her in times when help
Our defense is in the spirit which
point of spiritual life there seems to be was most needed. It is easy to stay prizes liberty as the heritage of all
a depth in the life of the student body in the ship when all is smooth sail- men, in all lands everywhere. Destroy
which is conducive to a spirit of de ing but it takes a great deal more this spirit, and you have planted the
votion to the Lord's work. The av to stand by her when she is sinking, seeds of desrotism at your own doors.
erage student finds
the environment It cannot be overlooked that some Abraham Lincoln.
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO.
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The Women Of
Chaucer's Prologue

dispositlon. When eating she let no
morsel fall from her lips, nor did she
wet her fingers
in her sauce, but
would carry her food to her mouth
Th band of pilgrims that, set out without dropping it on her breast, (an
from Tabard Inn, Southwork, Eng accomplishment many folks of this
land, early on the morning of April modern age would do well to have).
16, 1387, for the purpose, of visiting Her mouth she "wiped cleanly and left
the shrine of Thomar< A. Beckett at no grease in her cup. Her heart was
Canterbury, had among its number easily touched. The sight of a mouse
three women, a prioress, a nun, and caught in a trap caused her tears to
the wife of Bath. The presence of flow, and so full of solicitued.
these women adds a charm to the was she for her hounds that she fed
journey, and the description of them, them upon roasted meat and hreao
and the tales given by them on the and milk, and if one would die she
way, compose some of the most inter would weep sore.
esting parts of the entire "Canter
The tale told by Eglentyne is in
bury Tales."
keeping with her ^character. The
The wit of the "Father of English storjf is that of a Christian child,
Poetry" is brought clearly before us young Hugh Lincoln, who sang his
in the introduction of two such op "Ave Marie," and "O'Alma Redempposite characters as the devout prior tories," and, because of this, was one
ess and the coarse wffe. As we read day, seized and mercilessly put to
the description of these women in the death by the Jews. Even then he
"Prologue" and then turn to theii sang on, and told his mother,
tales, we tell ourselves that Chaucer "I should have died, yea, a long time
well understood women, a knowledge
ago
gained in part from observation o£ But Jesus Christ as ye in books find
and life with his own somewhat Welled, that His glory lost and he in
shrewish wife, but largely from his
mind,
deep study and insight of human na And for the worship of His mother
ture in general.
dear
Among so motley a crowd of pil Yet may I sing "O' Aima, loud and
grims, the gentle prioress might be
clear."
likened to a liiy, growing somewhat
After all was over and the body
apart in a garden of crimson, blue placed in a marble tomb, the priorest,
and purple flowers.
As she rides be closes her story with these words to
fore us, we gaze upon one named Hugh.
Eglentyne, who has eyes "grey as "Pray also for us, we sinful folk
glass," a straight nose, a small
unstable
mouth, soft and red, and a brow broad That of His mercy, God, so merciable,
and fair. Dressed in the somber garb On us His great mercy multiply,
of a nun, she wears around her arm For reverance of His mother, Marie."
a string of green coral beads, from
Of the second nun we have no de
which hangs a goiden pendant bear scription. She fills the position of
ing the inscription "Love Overcomes companion to the prioress and
All Things." We are told that her Is probably like that one in many
education was obtained at the Bene ways. Her tale is that of the life of
dictine nunnery of Stratford le Bow. Saint Cecile.
Here she learned the French language
Cecile, a Christian of noble Roman
and—
birth, on the day of her marriage,
"Full well she sang the service divine tells her husband, Valerian, that she
Emtuned in her nose full semely."
has an Angel who watches over her
Chief among her virtues we may and who will slay him should he leave
note her daintiness and tender dis- her except in purity. Valerian asks
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to see the angel and under her direc
tion Is given this privilege and
brought to an acceptance of Chris
tianity. Liberius, the brother of Val
erius, is also brought to this know
ledge.
As Cecile continues her good works
she is one day commanded by an old
priest, Almackius, to sacrifice to the
idols. She refuses and at the priest's
command is taken and cast into a
bath of red flames, and dies—a martyr
to the cause she served.
The third and probably most Im
portant woman Chaucer introduces
in his "Prologue" is the never-to-beforgotten wife of Bathfl She is rather
large in size, with a bold face, red
of hue-. When we first see her she
wears a hat as broad as a buckler
but on Sundays her headgear consist
ed of at least ten pounds of gayly col
ored handkerchiefs. Her shoes were
new, her stockings red. A mantle
was worn about her hips and sharp
spurs on her feet. At clothmaking
she was unexcelled, for no women of
the parish could make an offering of
this order before her. The good wife
had travelel much, having been three
times at Jerusalem, at Rome, Bologne,
Cologne, Galecia in Spain, and manyother strange places. The most sur
prising thing about her, and that
which we remember most vividly is
thai she had had five husbands! She
tells us,
"Blessed be God that I have wedded
five.
Welcome the sixth, whenever he
shall."
Before beginning her lengthy dis
course on marriage, she states her
reason for so doing by saying:
"Experience, though no authority
Few in this world, were right enough
to me
To speak of woe that is in marriage."
Then follows tales of her husbands
of whom three were good, but two
were bad.
The wife sometimes thinks, she
says, that since Christ appeared but
once at a wedding, ia Cana of Galilee,
that perhaps she should have been
married but once. However, she adds,
marriage was one of the laws under
which man was placed on earth and
she aims to always carry out the law.
The words of the wife are coarse,
and sometimes her account borders
on the licentious, so much so that we
are left to wonder if she really was
"a worthy woman all her life." In
(Continued on page 19.)
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AN APPEAL FOR A CONTINENT.
(Continued from page 6)

Miss Howard has returned from In
Misses Margaret Coghlan, Leona
dianapolis, where she spent Thanks Purchis, Iva Hawkins, Betty Cronse,
giving vacation.
Virginia Summers and Messrs. Clark
and Gehman motored to Michigan and
Miss Mildred Kettyle, who recently their respective homes for Thanks
underwent an operation for appendi giving vacation.
citis at the Hartford City hospital, is
Mr. A. C. Thompson and Mr. Edwin
slowly improving.
Briggs spent a part of Thanksgiving
Miss Pharaba Polhemus spent the vacation in Chicago.
Thanksgiving vacation with friends at
DePauw.

Miss Mabel Landon and Miss LaRue
Picklesimer were entertained' Thanks
giving day at the home of Mr. and
We are very glad to welcome Mr.
Mrs. Orville Bowen, of Upland.
John Gartrele, a former student, who
has re-enrolled for the winter term.
Those entertained at the home of
Miss Mabel Thomas spent Thanks
giving day in Chicago with her par
ents and relatives, motoring to her
home in Joliet, 111., with her parents,
on Friday, where she spent the re
mainder of the vacation.

Dr. and Mrs. Paul at a "candy-making"
Thursday, November 29, were Misses
Doris and Esther Mary Atkinson,
Mrs. Klentzing and daughters, Irene
and Neva, Mary Rice and Messrs. Raymond Rice, Charles Wideman, Rolland
Rice and Kenneth and "Dolly" Glazier.

have never had a chance. I am earn
estly craving the intelligent co-operation, sympathy and prayers of all our
spiritual pepole. My sincere desire
is that we labor together with God
to get an evangelistic message and a
spiritual throb into the heart of a
people and a continent where they are
more familiar with the wooden cruci
fix than they are with the living
Christ. I have no axe to grind, I
have no selfish motives, I trust I have
no mixed motives, but I do have a
passion that we who have had so much
gospel and light shall do something
for that land of the Christless Cross.
My appeal is for a continent where
from forty to eighty percent of the
people can neither read nor write.
My appeal is for a continent where
from thirty to fifty
percent of the
children born tug at th.e flabby breasts
of unmarried mothers. My appeal is
for a continent that has in it a re
public where sixty percent of the ba
bies die before they are two years
old. My appeal is for a continen*
where I saw a cattle train loaded with
human freight ori the way to a prayer
shrine. My appeal is for a continent,
where I saw, in the Bolivian moun
tains, men and women, who are cre
ated in the image of God, driven like
beasts of burden. My appeal is for a
continent that for four hundred vears
has been under the dead hand of Romanism. My appeal is for a continent
that is separated from all other nations 1)y vast ocean worlds and joined

Mrs. Klentzing, of Chicago, spent
Thanksgiving here with her daughters,
Miss Amy Spalding, field
worker
Irene and Neva.
for the W.
, . C. T. U.,
,. in Americaniza,
to us in the Providence of God. My antion work, is spending a short time at
„ , ,
eal is for a continent that God loves,
Rev. Orville French, a recent vis- her home here. She expects to leave P
itor and former student, returned to next month for China, where she will and f°r which Christ died. Shall wo
his home at Winona Lake. He was continue her work in that country.
eat our morsel alone?
accompanied by his brother-in-law,
—
Harold Kenrick.
Miss Mildred Whetsel entertained
at Sunday dinner, Misses Mildred
Radaker, Louise Smith and Winifred
Smith.
Rev. Zepp left recently to open
campaign in Wisconsin.

Have Your Eyes Examined the Scientific Way
And You'll Realize Real Eyes
DR. M. C. KENNEDY, BOSTON STORE, MARION IND.
Kennedy Eye Service Satisfies

a

Messrs. Diaz, Reed and Skinner
gave a program at Ansonia last Sat
urday.
Miss Elsie Kellar has returned from
Union City, where she spent a few
days with relatives.

GRANT TRUST & SAVINGS CO.
"The Bank of The People"
MARION

INDIANA
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College Students
And The Red Cross

"Knowledge we ask not—knowledge it can never be regained nor lived
Thou hast lent;
over. It passes like a dream—a happy
But Lord, thy will—there lies our dream we trust—of things to be ac
bitter need;
complished; yet not "to be accomplish
(Printed by request of the American Give us to build above a deep intent,
ed" but "being accomplished," for
Red Cross)
The deed, the deed!"
early and wise beginning maketh
There is probably no word harder
great and noble ending." Let each
worked in the colleges and universi
Freshman feel that the college wel
ties today than "Vision." And it is be
comes him and as its shadow falls
cause of this quest of vision that
upon him let it be an incentive to the
students are thinking with a clarity, a
right.
The
periods
of
life
have
been
vari
degree of penetration, an inclusiveAfter spring comes summer, after
ness, and an earnestness of purpose ously designated as childhood, youth,
childhood
youth, after one year an
which did not characterize preceding maturity and old age. In like manner
other. One year, one-fourth of the
. generations. Underneath a certain we divide the seasons into spring,
college life is gone. The firm foun
surface lightness engendered by the summer, autumn and winter. College
dation—if it be firm—stands unshaken,
healthful give-and-take of present life is a small replica of life itself,
ready for the beginning of the super
day campus life, there is developin,, although in reality it is but a part
structure. A few bricks laid each day
of
youth's
period.
However,
that
may
a fibre which will stand the test of the
will make the final accomplishment
epoch upon which the world is en be, a slight line of similarity wanders
a thing of royal beauty. Two dangers
through
it,
for
him
who
can
observe
tering.
confront the new Sophomore: Will he
The Red Cross, national and inter its relationship to the great plan of
with fresh vision, with renewed zeal
a
full-orbed
life
and
its
similarity
in
national, recognizes the fact tha+ in
plunge into his work, in fact bury him
Urn American colleges and univer content to the constant rotation of the
self in it; or will he have a sudden re
seasons.
sities of today is to be found its
In the springtide of life'man is a action after the rather frenz'ed ac
leadership "or tomorrow, in a work
weak,
helpless creature, dependent for tivities of the previous year? On the
which perhaps more than any other
one hand lies Scylla, on the other
is interpreting to the world at large life, for health, for joy upon the kind
Charybdis. Zeal may indeed "eat one
liness
of
others.
Now
we
would
the full scope and meaning of the
up"
and much knowledge of the things
ideal of the Brotherhood of Man. Con scarcely dare to say that a Freshman
contained in books is a poor recom
in
college
is
"dependent
for
life,
for
sequently it voices at this time an
pense for broken health and a loss of
appeal to the students of America, health, for joy upon the kindliness of"
intimacy with the human race. A re
Sophomores,
Juniors,
Seniors,
faculty
not only for support in the oncoming
action, however, is likewise unprofit
Red Cross Roll Call, November 11-29, and student body, judge and jury all in
able—a wasted year of life in college
one,
yet,
do
you
not
recognize
a
thread
but for serious constructive study of
means multiplied regrets in later
the work and methods of the Organ of truth in the comparison The en
years.
Let the Sophomore, then, strike
ization, looking toward the day when trance of the Freshman into college
the "happy medium," a balance of
they will assume their rightful posi life is undoubtedly that of a babe into
right between two wrongs; let him be
tions of community, state and nation the life of the world. His advent is
marked by the anxiety of those ob loyal to his visions of future service,
al leadership.
both in studies and in daily life; let
The demands of the time areincreas- serving it—instant and cordial ap him give ready support to his college,
ingly comnlex. and th° future is heav- proval is evinced when he lustily
to his friends, to his classmates, and
i'v charged with forces which as ye« strikes out in his new life w'th the de
to those organizations of which he is
termination
to
learn,
to
know,
to
grow
de"y analysis. It is not by chance
a
member.
that you have come to your high into a "move perfect knowledge of all
The third period of life is the autumn
things."
Now
that
"hazing"
has
large
place in life. We believe', that it is
f:de of maturity. In college the cor
for a purpose, and that without the ly been abolished, the Freshman has
responding class period is that of the
best each one can do in service to more friends and better friends among
iolly
Juniors. Their nickname im
his fellowmen, all life must be poore the higher classes than he might
plies that they are the mirth-loving
imagine.
In
manv
colleges,
of
which
in the end.
portion of the college crowd but that
Will you not therefore, stand with we are proud to name our own as an
may not be so. True, there is an
example,
more
atteut'on
and
help
is
the unconouerable will of Sidnev Lan
other impulse toward a reaction dur
ier to the ideal of service? Through offered to the Freshman than to anv
ing this year but, on the whole, time is
other
member
of
the
student
body.
A
years of poverty, which jhe feould
hurrying by and, before one has
have changed by sacrifice of his ideals, Christian spirit of feBowship, a heartv
scarcely realized its passage, he finds
desire
to
nut
oneself
in
the
other
fel
and through a greater ymmher of vears
the door of the Junior year closed beof illness "rom tuberculosis which he low's shoes, place the once taunted
M'P'* ^itP.
and
abused
Fveshman
on
an
equality
had not the power to change, the heWhat shall we say of the old age or
loved poet of the Southland struggled with the proudest Senior in the grad
winter
of a college student? The Sen
uating
c!ass.
And
vet.
withal,
the
on, until with a temperature of 104.
and while too weak to feed hdmself, Freshman year symbolizes the soring ior may comport himself with more
he penciled his /laat and greatest of the veer, the childhood of life. in dignity and perhaps think more seri
poem, "Sunrise." afraid tlmt he wou'd which the f"tnre m"st he planned and ously of the future than before but
(Continued on page 17)
die ere the completion of his task a firm foundation laid. Once passed,

The Four Years
Of College Life
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Is a fellow who calls on his girl
in a thundershower a rain bow?

Jimmy: "Tis as I feared, too old to
learn."

Eikey: "Give me a recitation with
lots of elocution in it.
Prof. Pogue: "What do you mean?"
Oikey: "Lots of gestures. I am
so nervous that I must keep my hands
employed all the time if I wish to
succeed.

When you get to the end of your
rope, tie a knot in it and hang on.
(Daily Dribble).

Heard in History IV.
Teacher: "Mr. Bradley, can you
First Flea: "Been on a vacation?"
tell me something about this inci
Second Flea: "Naw, been on a
dent?"
tramp."
Mr. Bradley: "I can't remember the
date."
Found—a 'Luke.'
Miss Whetsel: "1787."
Koby, swinging a ukelele about,
Mr. Bradley: "Now, I can't remem "Whose 'luke' is this?"
"What do you mean 'luke'?"
ber what happened on that date."
Koby; "Oh, I've been studying
Teacher: "Be seated please."
French for so long that I unconscious
Mr. Moser: "What is the best way ly put the '1 apostrophe' before the
vowel."
to get ice water for nothing."'

Mr. Robertson: "Miss Lindell says
I'm an exception."
Mr. Hasbrook: "You're in luck.
She has tried several."

Larrrimer's
Art
Shop

Gegan; "Oh, I don't know."
Orie Taylor: "I am surprised at
Mr. Mosier: "Eat onions and they
you
fop having a walking date."
will make your eyes water."
Mrs. Wray: "You wouldn't expect
me to run would you?"
Noah Webster—Help!!
Mr. Henning: "What was that love
Mr. Ring, translating Vergil: "And
ly selection you played?"
Ada Rupp: "That was an impro then they had a speech by their absent
comrade."
visation."
Ring evidently thinks they took the
Mr. Henning: "Oh yes, I remember.
radio
outfit with them.
It's a great favorite of mine, but I
had forgotten the name."

Ten .lilies From Nowhere.

I saw the anguish on his face,
While great and salty tears he shed;
Midge: "I like the 'Scotch' part
"What sorrow can be yours?"I cried,
about this."
Kitty: "I like the 'eatin' (eaton)." "Alas!" he wept, "My engine's dead."
—Burr.

Speaking of Butter Scotch Pie.

At
Marion
J. C. KNOTT, D. C.

CHIROPRACTOR
Graduate Palmer School of
Chiropractic
N, Side Square
( Phone 372.
Hartford City, Ind. j

An egotist is an "I" specialist.

Heard During the Visit to Dr. Paul.
Prof. Draper: "Go in that room,
Ruby Dare: "Say, Mr. Link, we have girls. That's where the kisses are.
Victorine Paul, innocently: "Yes,
some dates in now, would you like
be sure to get one of those. They
some of them?"
John Link: "Why yes, I haven't are Cyrus' kisses."
had a date yet this year. What night
would suit you best?"
Little Girl (to the new bride): "You
don't look so tired as I thought you
That Leaves a Chance for Yon, Diey would."
Bride: "Don't I dear? But why
Mr. Diey: "Miss McCarty, how is
did you think I should look tired?"
your man who lives in Ohio?"
Little Girl: "Well I heard you'd
People at breakfast table:
"Oh,
Miss McCarty, do you have a beau?" been running after Mr. Smith for
Miss McCarty: "Mr. Diey, don't tell months and months."
(Figer).
everything you know."

At the Corner Grocery.

Mr. Diey: "I was just telling the
Disastrous.
truth."
Jimmy: "Do you think you could
Miss McCarty: "That is of the past,
learn to love me?"
Diey."
Lucy: "I'm afraid not.'
Mr. Diey: "Oho, that's good!"

BLUMENTHAL & CO.

"The Best Place to shop after all."

Marion's Greatest Style Center
Quality Merchandise Only—-

Marion

Indiana
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Law Of the Lark's Song
I cannot sing
With folded wing,
Nor fill* the air with joyful sound
When hampered, low, upon the ground.

Quality
Hosiery

City Barber Shop
Upland, Indiana

But I must soar
Before I pour
My joyful praises all abroad;
My heart and God of one accord.
For as I rise
Toward the skies,
My heart must overflow in praise
To Him who gives such gladsome days.
But when, with weary wings, I droop
From out the clouds, and earthward
stoop,
Rising no more,
My song is o'er.
Here is the Christian's law of praise;
Why skyward rise, and on Him gaze?
They Christlike grow,
I Their songs o'erflow.
Yet should earth draw them back, ah,
pain!
No more the victor's glad refrain;
Jf hearts grow numb
Lips must be dumb.
Would'st ever sing? Then ever soar
In God's pure love; so evermore
Fill all the days
With vibrant praise.
—Sunday School Times.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Browning and
sons, Phil and Earl Ward, of Logan,
West Virginia, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Vayhinger and sons, John Monroe and
Harold of Kokomo, are visiting their
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Monroe Vay
hinger.
Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Abbey, Miss Sa
die Miller, Miss Eloise Abbey and
Prof George Fenstermacher spent
the Thanksgiving day with Rev. and
Mrs. Arlington Singer, of Santa Fe,
"Tommy" delighted his old friends
Friday evening when he appeared in
the Philo quartette, of which he was
a member last year, at their program
Mr. Eiteman, who taught music here
last year, still has a warm place in
his heart for T. U., and his friends
ivere delighted to welcome him back.
Charles Maynard spent
with friends in Chicago.

vacation

Aarion, Ind.

High Grade
SHOES

For Delicious
Cakes, Bread and Pastries
Try the

Bake-Rite Bakery
IN MARION

MEYERS
at

MARION

For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
and Millinery

for
years and years
the manufacturer of

THIRD W)D ADAMf

STtS.

T. U's.

For Men's Wear

Class Jewelry

I
FARIS & FARIS
Optometrists
Eyes examined by state examined
and registered Optometrists.
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED.
DR. C. C. FARIS
DR. EMJL FARIS
South Side Square.

Phone 1410

MARION, IND.

ATKINS
,

PRODUCTS
COMPANY

J;

Ice Cream, Milk, Cream,
Butter, Buttermilk, and By
products,

MARION

INDIANA
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ONLY TODAY.
(Rv Dr. Henry Burton)
only today is mine,
And that I owe to thee;
Help me to make it thine,
As pure as it may be;
Let it see something done,
Let it see something won,
Then at the setting sun
I'll give it back to thee.
What if I cannot tell
The cares the day may bring?
I know that I shall dwell
Beneath thy sheltering wing;
And there the load is light,
And there the dark is bright.
And weakness turns to might—
And so I trust and sing.
What shall I ask today?
Naught but thine own sweet will;
The windings of the way
Lead to thy holy hill;
And whether here or there,
Why should I fear or care?
Thy heavens are everywhere,
And they are o'er me still.
Give me thyself today;
I dare not walk alone;
Speak to me by the way,
And all things are my own—
The treasures of thy grace,
The secret hiding place,
The vision of thy face,
The shadows of thy throne!
—British Weekly.
Martin Thompson, who is attend
ing Muskingdom College, and
Mr.
Wilfred Eiteman of Ohio Western
College spent a few days with old

DINE AT KEEVERS CAFE

BRANDON ELECTRIC
COMPANY

With Steam Table service, Hot
Sandwiches at all hours and
Coffee for the nervoOs

Marion, Indiana
t

Our dinner lunch its 25c

—o

Sporting Goods
Physician's Supplies

Toilet Sundries
Stationery

PIONEER DRUG STORE
The

m&XO&fL Store

HOOVER'S
THE LEADING HOME FURNISHERS
Cash—or—Credit
Hartford City, Ind.

We appreciate the patronage : of Echo readers and assure all who
trade here a full measure of value for their money.

Always
something of
interest
at the big
Weiler
Stores

hUUi'M'EKi&m
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Largest
Distributors
of quality
merchandise
in eastern
Indiana

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS and SHOES

friends over the week-end.

FOR MEN AND BOYS

CRONIN & CHALF ANT
The Home of Hart, Scha finer & Marx Clothes

Ralph C. Cottrell

HARTFORD CITY, IND.
Special Discount given to Taylor University

Students

Glasses Scientifically Fitted
"Red" and 'Tohn"
SPECIAL RATES TO
STUDENTS
421-422 Marion National Bank
Phone 246
Marion, Ind.

Hayden-Lieber Company
HARDWARE and SPORTING GOODS
7

Hartford City, Indiana.
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Chronicles
November 23—We all visit our pres
ident and his wife at their home.
November 24—Very inspiring chapel
service.
November 25—Blue Monday.
November 26—Taylor University
night at the Bulgin tabernacle.
November 27—Memorial in honor of
Miss Sara Hill presented to the school.
November 28—Students leave for
Thanksgiving vacation.
November 29—Thanksgiving.
November 30—Philo program.
December 1—Basketball game be
tween first and second year Chemistry
classes.
December 2—Proved, "Men are more
extravagant than women."
A. C.
Thompson returns with a five-pound
of candy.
December 3—Mnanka—Soangetaha
inter-club debate. Rah Soangetahas!
December 4—Debate between Eulogoniams and Eurekas. Victory for
Eurekas.
December 5—Taylor University or •
chestra makes its first appearance.
December 6—Candy for sale.
December 7—Philo-Thalo basketball
game.
December 8—Thalo program.
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BAMBOO INN
MARION'S CLASSY EATING HOUSE
"Day by day in every way our patrons are becoming more pleased
with our Excellent Food and First Class Service.
SPECIAL DINNER EVERY SUNDAY
Chop Suey Orders Delivered to Any Part of the City at
Your Own Expense.

424 S. ADAMS ST.

PHONE 1076

OPEN DAILY 11 A. M. TO 1 A. M.

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS

FOUR YEAR'S OF COLLEGE LIFE

—the finest clothes . . cus
(Continued from page 13.)
underneath he is the same old per
sonage of the former year. With °aps
and gown at hand his escapades are
more restricted but who can say what
mischief bubbles under the black
tunic. The sense of parting may not
be strong; in this place he'has spent
four happy years, surely it is all a
dream that he is passing on. A few
days and the college world sees him
no more.. A fresh crop of Seniors
occupy his place on the theater and
new faces appear in the Freshman
ranks. But, although his passing on
niay seem to leave no gap, there is,
in the history of the college, another
line to be added by his life. His
Alma Mater follows him with her
Prayers and watches his further strug
gles with intense eagerness. If he
falls the fair name of the school will
he hlotted. If he gain wealth or fame
und the glory of honestly given serv•ce, another proud line mav be added
to the college's great record—"He is
faithful."
—f. A. Rowland. 26.

tom tailored to order ..
absolute insurance of per
fect fit,

Opposite Glass Block
MARION, INDIANA

correct style and

good wear.

Fine, pure

woolens, tailored and
guaranteed to please or

SEND IT TO

money back—by

"THE HOUSE
OF CLEANLINESS"
Laundry
Dry Cleaning
Carpet Cleaning

Chicago
Tailoring Company

Priced
$22 and up

Watch for the White Truck

BROWN LAUNDRY
& Dry Cleaning Co.

Featured Exclusively by

Earl Le Grand
Agent

LOYD OLSON, Agent

•
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Miller Lumber & Mfg. Co.

j

EVERYTHING IN BUILDING |
MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL .|
Upland, Ind.

If it's

Phone 211 j

Bread, Cakes, Cookies, or 1

Buns or anything in the Bakery

j

line you want, call the
brated it in a befitting fashion. Soon
!he Eulogs produced ecstatic confu
To break the monotony for those sion in the west balcony by employ
UPLAND BAKERY
who remained on the campus during ing a similar method. This little game
Phone 382
Guy Swaritz, Prop,
of
"follow
suit"
was
re-enacted,
leav
Thanksgiving vacation, there wa3
staged on Saturday evening a "scrub" ing the score at the end of the first
* game of basketball. This aristocratic quarter at 4 to 4.
When the whistle blew to resume
term i3 not to apply to the individual
players but to the combination of the game vivacity was at its height.
players. The combatants were a team The score board promised a thrilling
from the first year Chemistry class game, but soon altered its garb for one
and at team from the second year somewhat less appropriate for the oc
casion. By the end of the first half
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
•
Chemistry class.
Upon inquiry as to who played the the Eurekan score had climbed to 19,
T5IT1M l
Upland
Indiana
"inquiring reporter" was answered while for the Eulogs the only exercise
thus: "It would be presumptuous to the score en.ioyed was "stationary
say who played, but I can tell you who run." This left the score at 10 to 4,
was on the floor."
They were as fol befriending\he Eurekans.
During the third quarter there was
lows:
W. E. WAGONER
an
appreciable advance in, each score,
Chemistry I—Sicker, center, 2
DENTIST
Snell, forward, 4; Hodson, forward, 0 the Eurekans still holding the lead,
Rooms
406-7
Glass Block
which
they
maintained
throughout
Kepple, guard, 0; Wing, guard, 3
the remainder of'the game. The final ! Phone 1235
Marion, Ind.|
Beers, sub, 0. Total 9.
Chemistry II—Avres, center, S; score was: Eurekans, 21; Eulogs, 13
As the first game of the series was
Ketchem, forward, 2; Lindell, for
ward, 0; Evans, guard, 0; Fry, guard, captured by the Eulogs this tied the
score of the series at 1 to 1. Line-up:
0. Total 10.
Final score 10 to 9 in favor of Chem
Eurekans—Kepple, center, 0; Rupp,
We will allow a
istry II.
forward, 18; Lindell, forward, 2;
—B. O'Riginal, Boyle, guard, 0; Gehman, guard, 1.
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
Total 21.

Chem. I vs Chem. II

j

BEN BRADFORD !

I

The Eulogf-Eureka
Series Is Tied

Eulogonians—Eicker,
center,
2:
Reed, forward, 3; Manning, forward,
0; LaGrande, guard, 0; Clark, guard,
The evening of the 24th of Novem 0; Wing, guard, 8; Ockenga, forward,
ber witnessed the second game of the 0. Total 13.
basketball series between the Eulogonian and Eurekan Debating clubs. The
In front of the Standard Oil com
game commenced with "snap" and en pany's service station on the corner
thusiasm, each team holding down or of Park and Central avenue in Ala
running "neck and neck" with their meda, California, stands a noble speci
opponents. When the first basket was men of the tree which is Australia's
made, which was accomplished by the contribution to America. It is one
Eurekans, the east balcony accepted of the early ones planted by Bishop
it as an important event, a vital 3tep William Taylor, who introduced the
in the making of history, and cele eucalyptus on this continent.

to all Taylor U. Students on
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
Men's Furnishings, Shoes
and Dry Goods
"See Us First"

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
THE WOMEN OF CHAUCER'S
PROLOGUE

Phones—Office 81, Res. 52.

j Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m.

(Continued from page 11)
CHAS. A. SELLERS, M. D.
contrast to the vulgar things of which
she speaks, she has a thorough know
Internal Medicine and X-Ray
ledge of the Bible. After a stirring
Diagnosis.
account of her bickerings and quar
|
Portable
X-Ray
for bedlside use.
rels with her fourth husband she
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford
says,
"—Jesus Christ Himself was slain,
City, Ind.
And bought us with His heart's blood
again."
We are left to wonder upon what
true propriety rests, as Chaucer in
tended we should, for rather than giv
ing us a discussion of marriage as a
Marion, Indiana
problem, the poet seeks to give ex
402 Glass Block
Phone 384
pression to character through con J Special Inducements to Students
duct, and in this one is embodied thai
coarse type of woman whose determ
ination to carry things in her own
high-handed way was sure to make
"The Store for all the People"
trouble for any of the opposite sex
Ladies ready-to-wear and Dry
with whom she came in contact.
goods, Men's clothing and furnish
The story of the wife of Bath is
ings.
short. She tells of the fairies of King
Cut Price
Arthur's time, and of the knight who
CARTER'S DEPARTMENT STORE
set out to find
what women most
Hartford City, Ind.
desira in life. His question is ans
wered by an old woman on the con
dition that he make her his wife. He
does so, but greatly dislikes her. Upon
DR. F. L. RESLER
promising to love and care for her the
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
old woman becomes young and beau
Office Over Postoffice
tiful.
Phones: Office 1132; Res. 104
The women of Chaucer's "Prologue"
Upland, Indiana
to "Canturbury Tales" not only show
us something of the poet's observation
and insight, but also set forth for all
future generations two contrasting
types in these—the gentle nun and
prioress and the bold wife of Bath.
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT
—Florence M. Beale.
Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St.
Hartford City, Ind.
Today you are busy working and
planning for the future. Tomorrow
all may be quiet, your eyes closed,
your hands folded, but your immortal
All the latest
soul has gone—gone to Eternity.
Sheet Music
Victor Records
Moie Than One Kind.
Player Rolls
•Tud Tonkins says a man needs more
Steinway
than one kind of wisdom. The fact
Pianos and
that a geologist knows ail about coal
other leading
doesij't guarantee him a supply.—
makes of
Washington Star.
Pianos and
Player Pianos
The Reason.
"What made you admit the accident
was all your fault? You know very
Marion, Ind.
well the other man was to blame." "I
know hp was, hut when he got out of
his car T saw he was twice as big as I.'

Dr. 0. M. Flinn
DENTIST

W. A. HOLLIS, M. D.

House of Butler
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DR. H. N. TURNEY
DENTIST
| Phone 58.
Marion, Indiana
X-Ray Equipment
508 Marion National Bank Bldg.

I FRANK R. PETERS
DENTIST
Successor to W. D. Place
1201 E. Main St., Hartford City, Ind.
•

| CHARLES S. CLARK, D.D.S.j
Dentistry and Oral Surgery
11. O. O. F. Bldg.
Phone 1151
Hartford City, Indiana

UPLAND STATE BANK
Upland, Ind.

Capital $25,000.00
Surplus and Profit $8,000.00
I. M. MILLER, President
E. L. BRAGG, Cashier

I. C. RHONEMUS
DENTIST
Phones: Office 112, Res. 112-R 2.1
Cooley Blk.
Hartford City j

WOMEN'S WEAR

THE QUEEN CITY
OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK

MARION, IND.
Phone 507

Some Facts About
Taylor University
It serves all denominations.
It is singular among schools of higher learning in
that it holds the historic attitude of Methodism toward
the Bible.
It serves the old-fashioned parents who do not want
their sons to return from college smoking a pipe and
their daughters dancing.
It promotes the experiences of grace without boring
any one, maintains a revival tide, and draws the choicest
youth from many states.
It belongs to the association of American colleges
and strives for the best approved standards.
It needs just now some of the Lord's stewards who
are moved to help build two needed dormitories, a li
brary building, and a gymnasium.
For particulars, address

John Paul, President,
Upland, Indiana

